PRODUCT/SERVICE BULLETIN

ISSUE DATE: April 26, 2002
TO: All Room Extension Installers and Service Personnel.
FROM: HWH CORPORATION
RE: Synchronizing Cylinder Pressure Switches

ROOM OPERATION WITH SYNCHRONIZING CYLINDER PRESSURE SWITCHES UNPLUGGED

Four cylinder room extensions incorporate a synchronizing cylinder that has four 5000psi pressure switches. These pressure switches protect the synchronizing cylinder from excessive pressure in case of a room malfunction. If any pressure switch is tripped, the pump will shut off.

Under no circumstances should the room extension be operated if any of the pressure switches are unplugged. Operating a room extension with a synchronizing cylinder pressure switch unplugged can allow internal pressure to rise high enough to destroy the synchronizing cylinder and damage the room extension.

If a room extension will not run due to a tripped pressure switch, contact HWH Corporation Customer Service at 1-800-321-3494.

Please contact HWH CORPORATION at (800) 321-3494 for technical advice or assistance.
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